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            Abstract
With strong reducibility and high redox potential, theÂ hydride ion (Hâˆ’) is a reactive hydrogen species and an energy carrier. Materials that conduct pure Hâˆ’ at ambient conditions will be enablers of advanced clean energy storage and electrochemical conversion technologies1,2. However, rare earth trihydrides, known for fast H migration, also exhibit detrimental electronic conductivity3,4,5. Here we show that by creating nanosized grains and defects in the lattice, the electronic conductivity of LaHx can be suppressed by more than five orders of magnitude. This transforms LaHx to a superionic conductor at âˆ’40â€‰Â°C with a record high Hâˆ’ conductivity of 1.0â€‰Ã—â€‰10âˆ’2â€‰Sâ€‰cmâˆ’1 and a low diffusion barrier of 0.12â€‰eV. A room-temperature all-solid-state hydride cell is demonstrated.
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                    Fig. 1: Structures and morphologies of LaHx samples.[image: ]


Fig. 2: Electronic conductivities of REHx.[image: ]


Fig. 3: Hydride ion conductivities of LaHx.[image: ]


Fig. 4: All-solid-state hydride cell and hydride ion conduction.[image: ]
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Fig. 1 Sample preparation and composition.
a, The airtight ball milling vessel and operating system for sample preparation. The vessel can be pressurized to over 30 bar (H2) and keep airtight. For each operation the gas line will be purged by H2 gas followed by vacuum-pumping for 3 times. b, ICP-OES results of LaHx samples ball milled for different periods of time in a stainless steel vessel. c, H contents of REHx. The H contents were determined by isothermal dehydrogenation of LaHx at 550â€‰Â°C (De-method) and acidolysis of REHx using hydrochloric acid solution (Re-method). The error of H contents determined here is around Â± 0.02.
Source data


Extended Data Fig. 2 Morphology, porosity and BET areas of LaHx samples.
a, BET curves of the BM-LaHx and the BM-LaHx-700. b, Dimensions and porosity of tableted samples for conductivity measurements. The porosity was calculated by ratios of measured and theoretical densities of the samples. The surface areas of these two samples are small. In addition, sintering at 700â€‰Â°C further reduced the surface area of LaHx. The samples were pressed into tablets at 500â€‰MPa before the tests. c, SEM image of the BM-LaHx-700. The particle sizes range from 0.1â€‰Î¼m to 1â€‰Î¼m. Compared with the BM-LaHx sample (Fig. 1d), the high temperature sintering does not bring significant change to the size and morphology of those LaHx particles. d, HRTEM image of the BM-LaHx. e, HRTEM image of the BM-LaHx-700. The BM-LaHx contains smaller grains with sizes around 10â€‰nm and abundant defects including grain boundaries, distorted and amorphous regions. The Pnma lattices (d(111)â€‰=â€‰0.300 and d(121)â€‰=â€‰0.215â€‰nm) are present. The grains with dâ€‰=â€‰0.294â€‰nm and 0.308â€‰nm may be due to lattice deformation. The BM-LaHx-700 has much bigger crystalline grains, showing that high-temperature treatment improves crystallinity, while discrete domains with boundaries are present albeit less than that in the BM-LaHx. * The value is close to the limit of detection of the instrument.
Source data


Extended Data Fig. 3 Structure of the BM-LaDx-700 sample.
a, Crystal structure of the BM-LaDx-700. b, Refined results on the NPD pattern. Unit cell: Cubic \({Fm}\bar{3}m\), aâ€‰=â€‰5.62077â€‰Ã…, Rpâ€‰=â€‰5.96%, Rwpâ€‰=â€‰7.69%, Rexpâ€‰=â€‰4.10%.
Source data


Extended Data Fig. 4 DC polarization curves of the BM-LaHx and LaHx-P-700 samples at â€“40 Â°C.
The work voltage is 100 mV and the dimension of the tableted samples is 5 mm in diameter and 1.5â€‰mm thick.
Source data


Extended Data Fig. 5 The effect of oxygen on the electronic conductivity of the BM-LaHx sample.
The effect of oxygen on the electronic conductivity of the BM-LaHx was investigated by purposely pulsing O2 to the sample. Each time ca. 9â€‰ml 1%â€‰O2/Ar (equivalent to ca. 0.02â€‰mol O per mol LaHx) was pulsed into the sample chamber. The electronic conductivity of the sample was monitored. It is notable that the Ïƒe of the sample first rises by ca. 10 folds, then gradually decrease with more O2 pulsed in. Such results show that slight oxygen contamination enhances the electron conduction in the BM-LaHx. Therefore, it is unlikely that the oxygen contamination accounts for the suppression of electronic conductivity in the BM-REHx.
Source data


Extended Data Fig. 6 H-D exchange reaction over the BM-LaHx.
a, H-D exchange on the BM-LaHx. The temperature was fixed at 25â€‰Â°C. D2 or H2 with a flow rate of 30 mL/min was fed to the sample alternatively. HD signal (m/zâ€‰=â€‰3) was monitored by a mass spectrometer. The H-D exchange reaction can take place repeatedly by feeding H2 and D2 alternatively. Each exchange cycle can be finished within 20â€‰min showing facile H2/D2 dissociation at the surface and Hâ€“/Dâ€“ migration in the lattice of the BM-LaHx at ambient temperature. b, TPD-MS curves of the BM-LaHx after treated in D2. The main product is D2, showing that nearly all octahedral H atoms of BM-LaHx have been replaced by D at room temperature. These results evidence facile Hâ€“/Dâ€“ ion migration in the lattice of the BM-LaHx at ambient temperature.
Source data


Extended Data Fig. 7 EIS plots of the ball milled samples in the temperature range of â€“40 to 20 Â°C.
a, EIS plots of the BM-LaHx. b, EIS plots of the BM-LaHx-700. Samples were first cooled at âˆ’40â€‰Â°C and then tested at 10â€‰Â°C interval. Measurements were performed after temperature was stabilized at each point for one hour. The EIS plots of the BM-LaHx at lower temperatures are made up of a circle and a spike. For those of the BM-LaHx-700, the circle related to diffusion is absent, showing a fast diffusion process.
Source data


Extended Data Fig. 8 Hâ€“ diffusivity in LaHx samples.
a, H-D exchange measurements over the BM-LaHx-700 and the LaHx-P-700 samples. Temperature was fixed at 100â€‰Â°C. D2 or H2 with a flow rate of 30 mL/min was fed to the sample alternatively. HD signal (m/zâ€‰=â€‰3) was monitored by a mass spectrometer. 200â€‰mg sample was tableted (10â€‰mm in diameter and ~0.5â€‰mm thick) and sintered for 10â€‰h at 700â€‰Â°C to improve its density. b, The integral peak areas of each H-D exchange. It can be inferred that Hâ€“ diffusivity in BM-LaHx-700 and the LaHx-P-700 is almost the same because of the similar peak area. Using the Fickâ€™s First Law and taking into account the steady-state diffusion with a constant concentration gradient (dC/dx â‰ˆ Î”C/h, Î”C is the concentration difference of two sides of the pellet, h is the thickness), in case that all the octahedral H in LaHx are replaced by D in each H-D exchange cycle, the value of diffusivity (D) can be estimated by the equation D = h2/3t, t is the time for each cycle (~10 min). D is about 1.4*10âˆ’6 cm2/s at 100â€‰Â°C, which is similar to the reported value (1.0*10âˆ’6 cm2/s) determined by PFG-NMR27. Assuming the carrier (Hâ€“ or vacancy) concentration is 11.6/u.c. (the highest situation: all Hâ€“ in LaHx were accounted) or 0.4/u.c. (the lowest situation: only H vacancies in LaHx were accounted), the Ïƒi estimated is in the range of 0.01-0.3â€‰S/cm for LaHx at 100â€‰Â°C. Our experimental value (Ïƒiâ€‰=â€‰0.08â€‰S/cm for the BM-LaHx-700 at 100â€‰Â°C) is within that range.
Source data


Extended Data Fig. 9 The vacancy configurations and energies of La108H322.
a,b,c, Three arrangements with relatively low energies. The cyan, white and green spheres represent La, H and octahedral vacancy, respectively. d, The 5 states with relatively low energies for the vacancy configurations of La108H322.
Source data


Extended Data Fig. 10 XRD patterns of electrode materials collected after discharge of the all-solid-state hydride cell Ti / BM-LaHx / TiH2.
Orange ticks: LaHx. Blue ticks: Ti. Cyan ticks: TiH2. Black line: anode material after discharge. It contains the Î±-phase of TiHx showing the hydriding of Ti. Pink line: cathode materials after discharge. It shows a slight shift of the TiH2 diffraction peaks to higher angles. The changes of diffraction patterns of the anode and cathode materials after discharge indicate Hâ€“ migration from TiH2 to Ti.
Source data
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